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This paper deals with the determination of subsets of permutations, which satisfy certain 
conditions. Two new methods are proposed; one for the permutations that correspond to a 
given pattern, and one for the triple T = (A, M, CM) as it has been introduced by Viennot [S]. 
Both these two methods, can easily be applied on a computer. 
1. Introduction 
If S,, is the set of the permutations of the set I = {1,2, . . . . , n}, then every 
permutation 
4 E I of S,,, will be denoted by o = x1x2 - - - x,,. 
Based on the well-known factorial tree fi, the elements of S,, can be found 
(Fig. 1). 
In this tree every path, the vertices of which belongs to n levels 
K, N2, - . . , N,, corresponds to a permutation of S,, and vice versa. 
Applying a branch and bound method in the tree H, it is always possible to 
determine a subset of Sn, which satisfies certain properties or/and assumptions. 
In this paper, two new methods are described, for the determination of the sets 
P(w) and P(T) of the permutations which correspond to a given pattern w, and for 
a given triple T = (A, M, CM), as it has been defined by Viennot [S]. 
Fig. 1. 
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2. The set P(w) 
As is well known, a pattern of a permutation a is a word with n - 1 characters 
w = ZlZ2 * - * ~,.,_l, Zi E{+, -} such that: 
Zi=+ if q<q+I, i=l,2 ,..., n-l 
=- otherwise. 
For instance, the permutation a = 35124 of S5 gives the pattern w = + - + + . 
It must be noted that to the levels N,, N2, . . . , IV,,_, of the tree H, correspond 
the letters zl, z2,. . . , z,,_~ of the word w, respectively. 
The subset of S,, which corresponds to a given w is denoted by P(w). Carlitz [ 11, 
Foulkes [2], Niven [3] and Viennot [4] have found the cardinal number of P(w); 
additionally, Viennot has applied a method for the determination of the elements 
of P(w), r41. 
In this paper, we shall give a method which uses a branch and bound technique 
on a subtree of H; this method is based on the following simple sets: 
E,(j)=G+l, j+2 ,..., n}, 
H&)=(1,2,. .., j-l), 
r(j): The subset of I with elements the terminal vertices of the arcs with initial 
vertex j. 
E(j): The subset of E&), the elements of which are vertices of the path with 
first vertex 0 and last vertex j. 
L!(j): The subset of L?,(j), the elements of which are vertices of the path with 
first vertex 0 and last vertex j. 
Proposbn. The paths of H for which : 
(i) for the first vertex 0: 
r(O)={1,2 ,..., n-l} if zl=+, 
={2,3,...,n} otherwise, 
(ii) for every level and every vertex j: 
r(j) = &(j)- E(j) if the level of j corresponds to z = +, 
= l&(j) - n(j) otherwise, 
give the elements of P(w). 
In the first step the paths (and the corresponding permutations) which do not 
correspond to given w are excluded. 
In the second step all the paths (and the corresponding permutations) which 
correspond to a given w are determined. 
Example 1. For the pattern w = + + -, the subtree of Fig. 2 can be taken. 
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Fig. 2. 
For every level N,, N2, N,, N4 and every vertex j, we get the following subsets: 
N1: r(l)=E,(l)-E(l)={2,3,4}-@={2,3,4}, 
N2: r(2) = E,(2) -E(2) = (3,4}- p) = {3,4}, 
N,: r(3)=&(3)-n(3)=& 2}-{1,2}=(6, 
r(4) = H,(4) - U(4) = (1,2,3} - { 1,2} = {3}, . . . 
Therefore P(w) = {1243,1342,2341}. 
Example 2. A program Fortran 77 of the .proposed method was applied with 
some values of n and given corresponding patterns. So, for the pattern w = 
++-++- the output was the following Table 1. 
3. The set P(T) 
3.1. For every permutation a, Viennot [S], defines the sets of r as follows: 
A : The subset of the elements of u which are on the left of those which are 
greater by one unit (called ‘ensemble des avances’). 
M: The subset of the elements of a which are smaller from those which are 
next to them on the right (called ‘ensemble des montees’). 
CM: The subset of the elements of o which are greater from those immediately 
on the left (called ‘ensemble des comontees’): 
CA: The subset of the elements of o which are on the right of those which are 
smaller by one unit (called ‘ensemble des coavances’). 
For instance, for o = 24135 of S5 we have A = {2,4}, M = {1,2,3}, CM = 
{3,4,5} and CA ={3,5}. 
In the same paper, Viennot [5] gives an algorithm for the determination of the 
elements of the set P(r), which correspond to a given r, and he considers as a 
necessary condition for the existence of this set the equality IMI = IcMl. 
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Table 1 
1243576 1563472 2671354 
1243675 1572364 2671453 
1253476 1572463 2673451 
1253674 1573462 3451276 
1254673 1672354 3451672 
1263475 1672453 3452671 
1263574 1673452 3461275 
1264573 2341576 3461572 
1273465 2341675 3462571 
1273564 2351476 3471265 
1274563 2351674 3471562 
1342576 2354671 3472561 
1342675 2361475 3561274 
1352476 2361574 3561472 
1352674 2364571 3562471 
1354672 2371465 3571264 
1362475 2371564 3571462 
1362574 2374561 3572461 
1364572 2451376 3671254 
1372465 2451673 3671452 
1372564 2453671 3672451 
1374562 2461375 4561273 
1452376 2461573 4561372 
1452673 2463571 4562371 
1453672 2471365 4571263 
1462375 2471563 4571362 
1462573 2473561 4572361 
1463572 2561374 4671253 
1472365 2561473 4671352 
1472563 2563471 4672351 
1473562 2571364 5671243 
1562374 2571463 5671342 
1562473 2573461 5672341 
3.2. To every permutation cr = x1x2 - - - x,, corresponds the set of the n - 1 pairs 
(x1, x2), (X2,%), . * * 9 (x,,-~, YC,,) and the n X y1 matrix 0 = [0jk] such that, 
8 jk = 1 if the pair (i, k) exists, 
= 0 otherwise. 
In the matrix 0 the row x,, and the column x1 consist of O’s and in every row 
and column of the remaining n - 1 ones, only one 1 exists. 
The inverse does not always hold. A n x n matrix 0 with elements 0, and 1 
which has in one column and in one row (with a different index) all 0 and in the 
rest y1- 1 rows and rest n - 1 columns only one 1, does not always define a 
permutation of S,,. In this case, the following conditions are sufficient: 
((Y) 0jj = 0, Vi E 1. 
(P) ejk&j ~0, Vj# k E I- 
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(y) The element of 0, which is symmetric to the common element (pivot) of 
the row and the column with zero elements, must be zero. 
(or) and (p) provide a sufficient condition for all elements of the permutation to 
be different. (y) provides a sufficient condition for the first (resp. last) element of 
the permutation to be the index of the column (resp. row) with zero elements. 
Therefore, in the case where 0 defines a permutation the matrix 0 will be 
denoted by @(a). In this case the first element of (T is an index of the column with 
zero elements, the second is the index of the column, which has 1 in the row with 
the same index to that of the column with zero elements, and so on. 
3.3. Given the remark that from the n - 1 pairs of a permutation a, IMI of them, 
must belong to the Cartesian product MX CM, while the remaining must be 
consistent with the set A, the conclusion is drawn that to every triple r = 
(A, M, CM) an n x n matrix T = [rjk] with elements 0 and 1, exists, such that 
7jk = 0, if one of the following conditions holds: 
(i) j = k, 
(ii) j> k, jcM or/and k E CM, 
j~cA and k=j-1, 
(iii) j<k, (i, k)$MxcM, 
(j, k)EMxcM, k=j+l and (i, k)$AxcA. 
rjk = 1, otherwise. 
Obviously, if the matrix ‘I gives matrices @(a) consistent with the triple T, then 
the condition P(T) # p) holds. 
This condition is stronger than that of Viennot [S] because, for instance, if 
n = 5, A = {2,4}, M = {1,3}, CM = {2,5}, for which IMI = ]cMl = 2, then P(r) = p), 
This is due to the fact that from the corresponding matrix T do not occur matrices 
O(a) consistent with the above mentioned triple. 
3.4. When the matrix 7’ has at most, one row or/and one column (with a different 
index) with elements equal to 0, then in order to find the set P(T), the following 
method can be applied, which (i) uses a branch and bound technique for a subtree 
of H, (ii) it uses the sets 
TO’) = {k E 1: Tjk = 11, 
0(j): the subset of 1 with elements the vertices of the path with first 
vertex 0, and last vertex j, 
L(j) = TO’) n a(j), 
and (iii) it is based on the following proposition: 
Propostion. The paths of H for which: 
(i) for the first vertex 0 the set r(O) is the difference I - CA U CM, 
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(ii) for every level and every vertex j the set r(i) is the difference T(j) - L(j), 
without the eZements k E (2,3, . ..,n} forwhich kEcAand (k-l)$n(j) ork#cA 
and (k - 1) E a(j), 
give all the elements of P(T). 
In the first step, the paths (and the corresponding permutations) which do not 
correspond to a given A are excluded. With the differences T(j)- L(j) of the 
second step, all the paths (and the corresponding permutations) which correspond 
to the given M and CM are determined, and with the remaining elements are 
limited to those which correspond to a given A. 
When the elements of the row j of the matrix T, are all equal to 0, then in every 
level except the last one, the following equality holds: 
Example 3. To the triple T = (A, M, CM) with n = 5, A = {2,4}, M = {1,2,3} and 
CM = {3,4,5} corresponds the matrix: 
[ 
0 0 1 1 1 
0 0 1 1 1 
T= 0 0 0 0 1 
1 1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 0 0  
and the subtree shown in Fig. 3. 
Fig. 3. 
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Consequently, we get: 
CA = {3,5}, r(o) ={l, 2,3,4,5H3,5Iu{3,4,5~={1,2L 
N,: T(l) = {3,4,5), Ml) = 111, L(l) = 8, T(1) - L(l) = {3,4,51, 
3~cA~2$fi(l) + 3$r(l), 
4~cAr\35W(l) * 4M(l), 
5~cA~49W(l) + 5$r(l), 
r( 1) = (41, 
N2: T(4) = (1,219 a(4) = {1,41, L(4) = {l), T(4) - L(4) = (21, 
2 4 CA A 1 E n(4) I$ 2 $ r(4), 
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r(4) = 8, 
. . . 
Therefore, P(T) = (24135). 
For the above method a program Fortran 77 has been run. 
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